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By Kodell Parker

Xlibris, Corp. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 192 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.4in.Sending emails You have News from Wandaland to family and friends all across the states and
to foreign countries is a hobby of Kodell Parker. He lives on a small cattle farm in north east Texas
where cattle graze and coyotes sing at night. He often wrote about some amusing experience or
happening. This became an interest after having retired from a major Oil Company in Alaska in the
late 70s, and settling down in Texas. Since there are days for no hay pitching, stalls to clean or
fences to fix there was time for other satisfying and pleasurable activities to engage in. In the bunk
house in the drawer of an old file cabinet which has seen its better days is a folder containing copies
of many e-mails he has sent to a mail list over the past few years. He never kept any of the replies
sent to him for reasons which have escaped his mind. Often comments about a certain subject
written about were received. It was not uncommon for someone to say better layoff the juice or hide
the jug in the...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You will like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn

Basically no words and phrases to describe. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the fi y percent of your book. I am delighted to let you know
that here is the very best publication i have got go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Wa tson K ohler-- Wa tson K ohler
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